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This note shows that an alleged error in a proof by Archimedes is actually attributable 
to a modern reconstruction. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
Die Notiz zeigt, dass ein angeblicher Fehler in einem Beweis von Archimedes auf einer 
modernen Interpretation beruht. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
Cette note d6montre qu'une rreur pr6tendue dans une preuve d'Archim~de est r6ellement 
due ~i une interpretation moderne. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
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The measurements of solids that Archimedes establishes in Cono ids  and  Spher -  
oids and the Method turn critically on a certain summation rule. This is proved 
as the first proposition of the Cono ids  and is recapitulated without proof among 
the postulates of the Method [cf. Heiberg 1910-1915 I, 260; II, 434] [1]. Archi- 
medes' proof, however, has been sharply criticized, particularly in the commentary 
of E. J. Dijksterhuis [1987, 121]. 
The proposition is as follows: if two given sequences of magnitudes (A, B, C, 
. . . .  X) and (a, b, c . . . . .  x) are such that 
A:B  = a :b ,  B :C  = b :c ,  etc. (1) 
and there are two other sequences (A', B', C', . . . .  X') and (a', b', c', . . .  x') 
such that 
A:A '  = a :a ' ,  B :B '  = b :b ' ,  etc. (2) 
then 
A +B + . . .  +X:A '  +B '  + . . .  +X '  
= a + b + . . .  +x :a '  + b' + . . .  +x ' .  (3) 
One should observe that (3) does not in general follow from (2) without further 
restriction, so some such stipulation as in (1) is required [2]. 
In his proof Archimedes first shows that from the proportionality of the numera- 
tor sequences in (1), in combination with (2), it follows that the denominator 
sequences are also in proportion; that is, 
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Then, since 
and by (2) 
and also 
A' :B '  = a ' :b ' ,  B ' :C '  = b ' : c ' ,  etc. (4) 
A + B + . . .  + X :A  = a + b + . . .  +x:a ,  
A:A '  = a :a ' ,  
A ' :A '  + B'  . . .  + X '  = a ' :a '  + b' + . . .  + x ' ,  
(5) 
(6) 
it follows di' isou (see appended "Note on Proportions") that 
A + B + . . . :A '  +B '  + . . .  = a + b + . . . :a '  + b' + . . . .  (7) 
that is, the conclusion claimed in (3). 
The argument for the proportion stated in (5) is given thus: since by (1) 
A:B  = a :b ,  B :C  = b :c ,  etc., 
then, enal lax  (see "Note  on Proportions"),  
A:a  = B :b  = C:c  = . . . .  (la) 
whence, via E lements  V, Prop. 12, 
A + B + C + . . .  :a + b + c . . .  = A :a ,  (lb) 
whence, enal lax ,  
A + B + C + . . .  :A = a + b + c + . . .  :a. (lc) 
In precisely analogous fashion, one can deduce (6) from (4). 
As Dijksterhuis observes, however, the enal lax  operation is permitted only 
when all four terms of the proportion are homogeneous with each other. But in 
Archimedes' applications of the summation iemma, that condition is not in general 
satisfied. Thus, for instance, the ratios A : a might relate an area A to a line a. In 
Dijksterhuis' opinion, " I t  seems probable that this is a sign of slackening in the 
strictness of the Euclidean theory of proportions . . . .  " and he proposes everal 
reasons why Archimedes might be lax in this respect [1987, 121]. 
Now, one need not doubt that Archimedes might permit himself to employ such 
improper atios if it suited his heuristic" purposes. But to do so in the context of 
a fo rmal  exposition such as the treatise On Cono ids  would be a plain error. It is 
thus quite difficult to suppose that he would have framed his proof around such 
an invalid application of the enal lax  property. 
In the paraphrase given by Dijksterhuis, as also in that by Heath [1897, 105-106], 
the above derivation of (5) is presented as if it were a part of Archimedes' text. 
But from Heiberg's edition, as also from its translation by Ver Eecke [1921, 
143-145], one can see that the proof consists only of a brief argument for (4), 
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followed by the statements of the steps (5), (6) and (7), as given in the first part 
of the proof above. The additional arguments in support of (5) and (6), in the 
manner just given via steps (la), (lb) and (lc), appear as technical notes in their 
apparatus [3]. 
It is thus a matter for conjecture how Archimedes intended these steps to be 
proved. This can be done without the appeal to ena l lax ,  in the following manner: 
Since by(1) A :B  = a :b ,  
thensynthenti  A + B : B = a + b:  b, 
and also by (1) B : C = b : c, 
sod i ' i sou  A + B :C  = a + b :c .  
Again, synthent i  A + B + C : C = a + b + c : c, 
and so on, via successive repetitions of (1), di '  i sou,  and synthent i  in the same 
order, whence finally 
A + B + . . .  + X :X  = a + b + . . .  + x :x .  
But by di '  i sou  applied to all the ratios in (1), 
X:A  = x :a ,  
whence di '  i sou,  
A + B + . . .  + X :A  = a + b + . . .  + x :a ,  
the conclusion claimed in (5). In precisely the same way, (6) can be derived from 
(4). 
While, under the circumstances of a tacit text, one cannot know for certain 
how Archimedes intended his proof to run, we have no grounds for supposing 
that he followed the defective manner with ena l lax .  The notion that he did appears 
to be based only on the false impression conveyed by Heath and Dijksterhuis that 
a proof along the lines supplied by Heiberg was actually part of Archimedes' text 
[41. 
A NOTE ON PROPORTIONS 
The following operations on proportions, standard in the ancient Greek geome- 
try, have been applied here: 
ena l lax  (Latin a l te rnando,  "alternating"): ifA : B = C : D, then A : C = B : D 
(cf. E lem.  V, Def. 12 and Prop. 16), 
synthent i  (Latin componendo,  "combining"): if A : B = C: D, then A + 
B:B  = C + D:D (cf. E lements  V, Def. 14 and Prop. 18), 
di '  i sou (Latin ex aequa l i ,  cf. "compounding"):  if A :B = A' :B',  and 
B : C = B' : C', then A : C = A' :  C' (cf. E lem.  V, Def. 17 and Prop. 22). 
I have also assumed, without calling explicit attention to it, the inversion of ratios: 
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anapal in (Latin invertendo, "inverting"): ifA : B = C : D, then B : A = D : C 
(cf. Elem.  V, Def. 13). 
NOTES 
1. The same summation procedure is followed in the measurements of spirals 
which Pappus reports from what appears to be an Archimedean treatment different 
from that in Spiral L ines,  Prop. 18; cf. Collection IV in Hultsch [1876-1878 I, 
238, 268], discussed in Knorr [1978]. 
2. Pappus, for instance, attempts o prove a certain false lemma on isoperimetric 
figures by means of this summation rule, where, however, condition (1) does not 
hold; cf. Collect ion V, in Hultsch [1876-1878 I, 326-328], discussed in Knorr 
[1989, 711-712]. 
3. Heiberg adopts a modified form, which, nevertheless, also assumes enallax. 
See also [1879, 50-51]. 
4. I observe that in at least one earlier version, namely, Maurolyco's commen- 
tary of 1544 [1685, 227-228], a valid form of proof, without he enal lax step, is 
employed. Maurolyco adopts a form different from what I have proposed and 
also, in effect, different from what Archimedes intended. Considering first the 
initial two terms in each of the four sequences, Maurolyco establishes via di' isou 
and summation (sc. E lements ,  V, Prop. 24) that A + B : A' + B' -- a + b : a' + 
b'; introducing the next term in the sequences, via synthent i  and di' isou, he finds 
thatA + B :C  = a + b :cand ,  bydi ' i sou,  C:A'  + B' = c :a '  + b ' ,whence  
by V 24, A + B + C :A '  + B' = a + b + c :a '  + b', and then by synthent i  
anddi ' isou,  A + B + C :A '  + B' + C' = a + b + c : a' + b' + c'; and so 
on. This does not conform to Archimedes' procedure, however, since it does not 
involve the intermediate steps (5) and (6). 
POSTSCRIPT 
After completing this note, I thought i would be of interest to compare how other 
early commentators onArchimedes, besides Maurolyco (see note [4]), handled the 
proof in Conoids.  
(i) Surprisingly, the treatment by the earliest of them, Federico Commandino, 
is the most satisfactory. In his Latin edition of Archimedes, Commandino [1558] 
first presents his translation of the Archimedean corpus (or, rather, a portion 
of it), after which appears his "Commentarius" with separate pagination. His 
commentary on Conoids,  Prop. 1 (but numbered by him "2" consistent with the 
older convention, before Heiberg's edition), on fol. 29v, supplies the derivations 
Archimedes omitted for the intermediate steps of his proof. Commandino adopts 
a procedure based on an alternation of synthent i  and di' isou steps, just like that 
given above, save that he works the sequence backward from the end to the front, 
thereby obviating the need for the penultimate step (sc. X:A  = x :a ) .  It is an 
accurate, concise derivation that well qualifies as a reconstruction f Archimedes' 
intent. 
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(ii) In the Latin paraphrase dition by David Rivault [1615, 250-251], the 
missing parts of the proof of our proposition are supplied in accordance with a 
faulty derivation based on appeals to enallax. 
(iii) In his Latin paraphrase dition Isaac Barrow [1675, 74-75] does not 
supply any steps beyond the proof in Archimedes. 
(iv) Joseph Torelli's edition [1792, 261-262] provides the Greek text with 
literal Latin translation, but no commentary, hence nothing beyond Archimedes' 
version of the proof. 
In his dissertation on Archimedes, Heiberg depends primarily on Torelli for 
his text, although e cites the whole ensemble of prior editions and commentaries 
[1879, 23-24], including Commandino, Rivault, and Maurolyco. Heiberg's own 
version of the Conoids lemma [1879, 50-5 l; 1910-1915 I, 263n, 265n] is most akin 
to the invalid enallax method of Rivault, while on Heiberg's precedent, as 
already indicated, modern scholars like Heath and Dijksterhuis have constructed 
variants of this defective form of argument. 
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